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GLBT Center Symposium Meeting  February 2, 2010

Present: Al Lott, Andrew Winters, Annemarie Vaccaro, Mike Miele, Joseph Santiago, Morgan Cottrell

Updates:

Meri and Christa programs are ago, but need rescheduling

   Documentary on the history of same-sex marriage, and panel discussion to be broadly advertised.

   Christa and Jay, Gender project film, and panel

Brian Gilly:

   Lin D., along with Annemarie to facilitate a faculty discussion and meal

   Brian may be interested in bring book copies and taking opportunities to promote

Noah Schartz

   Interested in Marriage Equality

Jen Manion

   Tentatively confirmed on program about documenting queer history, and panel discussion

Mike Miele

   Confirmed in Multi Cultural Center for original date and time

Brian Stack’s friend

   Possibly coupled with an event following the theatrical presentation

Gallanti Lounge

   Saturday 12-2pm will not be available for programs

Joe’s new idea

   Telling stories

      • Discussion with writers in the book
      • Presentation on research and telling stories and experiences shared from within the URI and local community

Bolla Acongi (sp?)
Women’s studies program location unknown

Even if done in the Women’s Center will make sure to not schedule over this event

Andrew will call Jodi to make sure that Acongi is aware of cross-promotional efforts

Victor

Time unconfirmed

Ron Shiresha

Confirmed on time and date

Daren Wells

Unconfirmed

Pam Goff

Lee who is transgendered is interested in participating and creating more connections

Mark Archambo

Andrew will work on locating more participants for the panel at men’s group

Al Lot

Will do a draft of blurbs about presenter’s bio

Native American Student Group

Still need to take measures to get them involved

Women’s Panel

Still a work in progress

Will be intergenerational and hopefully ethnically diverse

Focus on the personal perspective and experiences of lesbian and bisexual women panelists

Duration: 1.5 hours  4-5 panelists ideally

Annemarie and Al Lott will contact me regarding their friends

Next week’s meeting will be Wednesday the 17th at 2-3pm in the Center

Finalize schedule
Begin discussing publicizing individual events, and the whole symposium